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ABSTRACT
The ability to localize ourselves in the outdoor world based
on visual input even in absence of prior positional information is an important skill of our daily lives that comes naturally to us. However, the underlying mechanisms of this
ability are poorly understood. Here, we show how simple
texture statistics can be sufficient to provide a strong prior
for the self-localization tasks. We find that statistics of common outdoor features such as tree density, foliage type or road
structure provide a stronger cue for self-localization than the
matching and recognition of less common landmarks such as
lamp posts. We encourage the use of such common feature
vectors as priors for self-localization systems and hypothesize that humans may use similar priors to assess the location
from an unknown image.
Index Terms— localization, image features, vision, classification

requirements. For example, features used in object recognition need to be invariant to scale and perspective projections,
while for self-localization these variations provide valuable
information[3]. These investigations gave us first hints on
the type of visual features suited for localization but it still
far from clear which features can provide the optimal invariance properties for different views from the same localization
while still being discriminative to different locations.
Good candidate features for localization may be landmarkbased, i.e. match to sparsely distributed, highly discriminative objects such as the Eiffel tower to determine if you are
in Paris. Another option would be to use more generic,
statistics-based features such as the density of trees, foliage,
types of house façades and similar attributes and hope that
any combination of such statistics is sufficient to classify
where an image was taken.
This research paper aims at answering which features are
best suited for the self-localization task and how they are distributed.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. RELATED WORK

When we wander around the world as part of our daily lives,
we almost always know with high reliability where we are located. But the naturalness of this accomplishment conceals
its complexity. To achieve this feat, humans integrate information from various sources, e.g., from the vestibular system
to perform dead-reckoning, but also from vision, audition and
proprioception.
Vision is of particular importance for localization, as becomes evident in cases where no reliable prior information
about past location is available, e.g. if we need to find our
way home after getting lost. A remarkable test on this is the
popular game GeoGuessr[1], in which participants are placed
in a random location in Google Street View[2] and need to
localize themselves on a world map to score points.
How can humans solve this task? The default answer
would be that they achieve this by the same visual system so
successfully used for other vision tasks like, for example, object recognition. However, we have evidence that the optimal
features for self-localization differ from those suited for other
tasks such as object recognition due to different invariance

In computer vision for mobile robots, localization is most
prominently implemented in simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM) [4] contexts, where salient features are
matched between successive camera frames to calculate geometric relations between the robot movement and its surrounding environment. Due to the small scale of movement
in which these robots operate, they typically work well by
matching very simple image features such as SIFT[5] descriptors or normalized image patches[6]. However, the
context of this paper is closer to the ‘lost robot problem’[7],
where a mobile agent is deprived of any prior knowledge of
its whereabouts and needs to determine its position within
some previously recorded terrain.
The problem of localization from only one image has been
investigated for the special case of urban locations e.g. by [8].
Later approaches by [9], [10] and [11] extended the approach
to work on a large number of locations. All these approaches
typically operate by recognition of house façades.
Doearsch et al. looked at the more general problem of
discriminating between two cities[12]. They determined suit-

able image features by comparing a large set of Google Street
View images and found that small features of façades such as
door or window decorations are most discriminate to determine the city.
Despite relatively poor image quality with distorted edges
and Google watermarks, the sheer mass of available data has
made Google Street View imagery an increasingly popular
source for image datasets and has been used to test algorithms for self-localization[10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17], 3D map
reconstruction [18, 19, 20], text recognition [21, 22, 23] and
image segmentation [24, 25, 26]. Typically, the datasets derived from Google Street View show a strong bias towards inner city locations, either because researchers explicitly select
such city locations or due to the denser sampling of Google
Street View within cities.
We are interested in general features for localization
which are not specific to façades, doors, or house silhouettes.
We have established an appropriate localization dataset based
on Google Street View imagery[27]. With this set we tested
a variety of typical features used for object detection and
found, somewhat surprisingly, that they are all outperformed
by simple global texture statistics called Textons by Malik et
al[28]. However, from our investigations it became not quite
clear what these texture statistics exactly encode with respect
to the localization problem. Here we approach this question
by evaluating which part of the Texton descriptor contributes
to localization performance and to which image features they
correspond.
3. METHODS
3.1. Localization dataset
The choice of datasets has a strong impact on model performance results. Critical studies have shown that many datasets
sampled from image databases from the internet often suffer from biases introduced by photographer’s preference to
center objects of interest or prefer certain picture layouts[29].
We therefore decided to sample images from the public API
of Google Street View for your study. Unlike other datasets
like e.g. geotagged flickr images, Google Street View imagery provides a huge amount of input, which does not have
any bias towards frequently pictured points of intereset. Fur-

Fig. 1. Sample images from the Google Street View localization dataset.

thermore, it has been recorded in a standardized manner from
a large number of countries worldwide.
Three localization datasets for localization tasks on different scales have been sampled from Google Street View
similar to the method used in [27]. Three sampling regions
have been defined to create datasets for different scales. The
smallest scale encompasses the city center of Berlin for the
city dataset, a medium scale includes mainland France for the
country dataset and the largest scale contains imagery from
the whole world (where Street View is available) for the world
dataset. Each dataset consists of 204 random locations with
available Street View data. At each location, 36 grayscale pictures are sampled at a 512x512 pixel resolution by varying the
yaw rotation in steps of 10◦ . The recorded field of view is 90◦
both horizontally and vertically. Sample images are shown in
figure 1.

3.2. Models
For every input image, a Texton output vector is computed
using the method described by [28]. Texton features are defined by first convolving an input image with number of linear
edge detection filters in several scales and orientations. For
each pixel in the resulting image, the responses of all filters
are clustered using k-means clustering. The resulting cluster
assignments are summed up over the whole image, producing
a Texton histogram, which can then be fed into a classifier.
We use a freely available Texton implementation for
MATLAB[30].
Several control models normally used in an object recognition context are run on the datasets to compare performance.
The models used are GIST by Oliva et al.[31], Spatial Pyramids by Lazebnik et al.[32] and HMax by [33]. The implementation of the control models is the same as described in
[27].

3.3. Classification
To assess feature quality for the localization task, we evaluate performance as percent correct labels in one-versus-all
classification, where all images taken from one location (or
point of view) are samples of one class. Ten training samples
are provided for each location and the rest is used for testing.
We do linear regression with leave-one-out cross-validation.
Resulting performances and standard deviations are measured
by repeating the test 15 times with different random splits of
test and training sets.
All classifications are performed using the GURL classification package for MATLAB[34].

gist
hmax
s.pyramid
texton
pixel
lumhist

city
40.8 ± 0.5
44.4 ± 0.7
61.7 ± 0.8
69.7 ± 0.5
0.8 ± 0.2
0.9 ± 0.0

country
41.3 ± 0.5
53.4 ± 0.3
68.0 ± 1.3
76.2 ± 0.8
0.7 ± 0.1
0.9 ± 0.0

world
45.9 ± 0.5
64.4 ± 0.6
75.6 ± 0.9
76.6 ± 0.5
3.0 ± 1.4
0.9 ± 0.1
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Table 1. Classifier performances in percent correct for Textons and control models on all three Street View datasets.
Data adapted from [27].

4. RESULTS
Classification performances on Texton features as well as
comparison to the control models, a raw pixel descriptor and
a simple luminance histogram is found in table 1. Performance on Textons is higher than on any other of the tested
feature descriptors. We also show that the result cannot be
solved trivially on raw pixels, as the performances both on
a raw pixel descriptor as well as on luminance histogram is
near chance level.
We refine this result by searching for optimal parameter
choices to the feature set generation. Figure 2A shows the
effect of cluster count on classification performance. Saturation is reached between 600 and 800 features for all datasets,
which is a much larger cluster count than that used originally
by [28].
Figure 2B shows the effect of controlling filter size by
changing the spatial width σ. Performance is slightly affected
and favors smaller filter sizes than those proposed by [28] for
two of the datasets.
The graphs in figure 3 illustrate how a variation of yaw
angle of a view influences the representation in feature space.
The Texton representation shows little within-class variation
caused by the rotation (variance within red/green lines) compared to between-class variance (variance between red and
green line). In the HMax control model, discriminability between the two sample classes is still given, but the classes are
much closer and samples within a class span a much larger
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Fig. 2. Effect of Texton cluster count (A) and filter size (B)
on classification performance in percent correct.
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Fig. 3. Visualization of variance in several feature spaces between and within classes. The red and green line show data
points from two locations. The horizontal axis shows values
assigned by the linear classifier and the dashed line marks the
separation plane between these two classes. The vertical axis
shows feature values reduced to a single dimension by multidimensional scaling (MDS).
range within the feature space, which means that a classifier
will have a harder time discriminating between a large number of classes and yield a higher error rate. In a reference
run on raw pixels, classification performance breaks down as
inter-class representations between the two locations overlap
in raw pixel feature space.
Next we look at the image features picked up by the Textons that contribute to the strong performance discriminating
between locations. First we assign a score to each element
of the Texton vector (i.e.: Each texture cluster) by summing
the absolute value of the weight given to this entry by the
classifier over all tested locations. The pictures in figure 4
show locations where the score of the assigned Textons are
in the top .97 quantile of all Texton scores. Textons do not
pick on particular landmarks such as the lamp post in picture
4A, but instead match to the surrounding grass, water and foliage areas (see figure 4, second row). Despite not matching
to salient features, there is a noticable difference in density of
the matched areas between the two location while it is somewhat similar between the two images taken from the same
location.
In contrast, the HMax output feature does recognize the
lamp post (figure 4A, third row). However, the post is not
discriminative for the location as it is absent when looking in
a different direction (figure 4B) and there are lamp posts in
other locations (figure 4C), which may be a source of missclassification on HMax-features.
5. DISCUSSION
We have investigated which visual features are suited for oneshot image based localization across a wide variety of environments. Our results show that a set of very fine-grained,
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man brain, as part of learning to use its visual system, aims
to build task-specific untangled features spaces. Textons may
thus represent suitable features for a location-specific feature
space.
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